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Leonidas Donskis 
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Subject: Discriminatory customs procedures against Lithuanian trucks at the Russian border 

Russian customs authorities are constantly singling out Lithuanian trucks (that have been loaded or 
reloaded in Lithuania) entering Russian territory and subjecting them to in-depth and time-consuming 
checks of the goods that they are carrying, including forcing truck drivers to completely unload their 
cargo without reasonable justification. Furthermore, new customs measures have been implemented, 
such as the compulsory convoy/escort requirement for Lithuanian road carriers. Losses to Lithuanian 
road carriers in the past days have already been estimated at more than EUR 2 million per day. 

According to LINAVA, the Lithuanian national association of road carriers, approximately 650 
Lithuanian-registered transport companies using some 13 000 trucks carry goods to Russia. 

These underground and trade-disruptive measures directed against one specific country are 
discriminatory, unsubstantiated and unacceptable. They also raise the question of whether Russia is 
upholding its international commitments. By joining the WTO in 2012, Russia committed to following 
international trade rules and accepted the legally binding commitment not to impose country-specific 
customs procedures. 

The measures have caused substantial economic losses to Lithuanian operators and risk significantly 
damaging the competitiveness of the Lithuanian transport system as well as the EU transport system 
as a whole. 

They might also be seen in the wider context of unlawful practices imposed by Russia on Eastern 
Partnership countries, such as Ukraine, Georgia and Moldova: therefore, it could seem that these 
measures are part of a more general strategy by the Russian authorities to intimidate their neighbours 
using discriminatory trade measures, and could thus raise strong political concerns. 

Can the Commission state whether these measures are compatible with the commitment made by 
Russia when it joined the WTO? Has the Commission started talks with the Russian authorities and, if 
so, what legal justification has been given for these heavy controls? What reply has been given by the 
Russian authorities?  

In the event that Russia continues to impose discriminatory practices, what measures does the 
Commission intend to take to stop this arbitrary and clearly discriminatory action? Will the Commission 
consider using the WTO dispute settlement mechanism if the situation deteriorates and problems 
continue to prevail? 
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